
Everything is cool and beautiful.

These are the spots everyone is talking about.

EJ Anime Hotel

“EJ” stands for “Entertainment Japan”. A concept hotel in which most of the 
guest rooms are collaborations with popular animations, video games, or 
pop idols. Each room is equipped with video, audio, and lighting equipment 
which allows you to enjoy the world of that particular production to the full, 
so that you can truly enjoy the feeling of “staying” inside it.
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The base facility for the “COOL JAPAN FOREST Plan”, a joint 
project by Tokorozawa City and KADOKAWA, which aims to 
create cutting-edge culture and industry in an area rich in 
greenery and spread this throughout the world. This facility is 
attracting a lot of attention as one of the largest bases in the 
country for the dissemination of pop culture. In addition to the 
Kadokawa Culture Museum, a cultural complex containing a 
library, art gallery, and museum, it includes a hotel established 
in collaboration with animations and video games, indoor and 
outdoor event spaces, a shrine, shops, and restaurants.

 3-31-3, Higashi-tokorozawa Wada, Tokorozawa City　
0570-017-396 (10:00 - 17:00)　Opening hours vary by facility　

 10 minutes on foot from Higashi-tokorozawa 
Station on the JR Musashino Line　 E‐2M AP

Tokorozawa Tourism Ambassador
Atsushi Otani, JAY’S GARDEN

Take some really photogenic 
pictures at a water feature which is 
rumored to be just like the Salar de 
Uyuni salt flats! All of the members 
JAY’S GARDEN hope that we can do 
a live performance at Tokorozawa 
Sakura Town’s 1,000 People Terrace 
or Japan Pavilion soon!
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A cultural complex combining a library, art gallery, and 
museum. The architect Kengo Kuma was responsible for 
supervising its design, including that of its stunningly 
impressive exterior. Each floor stimulates all the senses of 
those who visit: the 
“Bookshelf Theater” “Manga 
and Light Novel Library”, for  
example, is a space surrounded 
by giant bookshelves about 
8 meters high which house 
around 30,000 books.

Architect Kengo Kuma supervised the design of Musashino Reiwa Shrine, 
while Japanese literature scholar Susumu Nakanishi named it. Various 
festivals and events are held throughout the four seasons at this new 
shrine, which combines the attractive aspects of both old and new and is 
aptly named with the characters for the Reiwa era.

teamlab: Resonating Life in the Acorn Forest, Tokorozawa, 
Saitama ©teamlab
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Musashino Reiwa Shrine

Musashino Woods Park
teamLab Resonating Life in the Acorn Forest

Canteen KADOKAWA

This cafeteria for KADOKAWA’s 
staff is open to everyone and 
specializes in meal sets. It 
offers a wide variety of dishes 
using plenty of fresh local 
ingredients, including meal 
sets, curry, rice bowls, and 
noodles. Its signature dish is 
“KADOKAWA Cafeteria Blend 
Curry”, researched and 
developed by KADOKAWA 
staff and the chefs. You can 
also enjoy café food and 
drinks.

Kadokawa Culture Museum

In the Musashino Woods Park inside Higashi-tokorozawa 
Park, which adjoins Tokorozawa Sakura Town, you can 
enjoy “teamLab: Resonating Life in the Acorn Forest”, a 
fantastic space with an installation using light which is 
a permanent display. The rows of ovoid structures reflect 
the light, changing depending on the time of day or the 
presence of people. Enjoy the various 
expressions created by the trees and shrubs of 
Musashino.

YOT-TOKO brings together Yoi (good), Oishii (delicious) and Tanoshii 
(fun) things from Tokorozawa City, with a lineup of Tokorozawa 
brand special products, vegetables carefully selected by local 
farmers, and souvenirs from the surrounding cities. It also has an 
exhibition of traditional crafts from around the city and a tourist 
information corner. Inside the building is JIGONA café, which uses 
Tokorozawa flour as an ingredient.

 143-3 Oaza Matsugo, Tokorozawa City　☎ 04-2968-

5414　9:00 - 17:00 Open all year round　 E‐2M AP

TOKOROZAWA

Tokorozawa Sakura Town

Fall in love with Tokorozawa. 　　 　areas of TokoroFall in love with Tokorozawa. 　　 　areas of Tokorozawazawa

YOT-TOKO, Tokorozawa City’s tourist 
information and local products center
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